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Compromise for Peace

In confusing platitudes, Prince
Tokugawa stated to the press that
they “Don’t understand” why the
people of one great nation is treated
differently from another great nation,
seemingly alluding to the strict
immigration quotas set up by the
United States. In regards to their
naval build-up and apparent military
ambitions, form whom this entire
conference is supremely concerned
with, one can only assume that they
“Don’t Understand”.

Japanese seclusion
by our Cocktail Party Reporter
The charming delegation from the
Land of the Rising Sun has been
difficult to find recently. We miss
them and urge them back into the
social whirl! Make mine a Melon and
Sake Manhattan!

Hint of Japan’s Policy
Hanihara Appointment Is Taken
to Mean Co-operation With Us.
WASHINGTON, (Associated
Press). The appointment of Masanao
Hanihara, Vice Foreign Minister of
Japan, as one of the delegates to the
Washington conference is interpreted
among Japanese as meaning that
Japan, while insistently adhering to
what she believes to be her rights.
will develop the doctrine that her
success and prosperity as a world
power is largely contingent upon her
continued co-operation with the
United States in all spheres of 5
international activity.
“Hani” is the name many in
Washington would still call him, as
do his legion of friends, Japanese and
foreign. As one Japanese put it, “Mr.
Hanihara is an example of a senior
diplomat who has not become so
dignified that he has ceased to be
human.” Washingtonians remember
well his ten years' service here as
Secretary of the Japanese Embassy
when he was one of the most popular
members or the Diplomatic Corps.
A comparatively young man.
Hanihara has attained his position
solely on his merits. After a
successful service as Consul General
at San Francisco, which the Japanese
regard as one of their most important
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to “do good for the rest of the world” agreed that the Military Committee
It is the hope of this American that would focus on agreeing limitations
on fleet sizes, calculated on the basis
this commitment to peaceful deescalation and productive discussion of numbers of ships of each type,
continues, but the atmosphere is wary tonnages allowed for ships of each
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